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Ortega, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—In this work we describe and optimize a general
scheme based on lifting transforms on graphs for video coding.
A graph is constructed to represent the video signal. Each
pixel becomes a node in the graph and links between nodes
represent similarity between them. Therefore, spatial neighbors
and temporal motion-related pixels can be linked, while non-
similar pixels (e.g., pixels across an edge) may not be. Then,
a lifting-based transform, in which filterin operations are
performed using linked nodes, is applied to this graph, leading
to a 3-dimensional (spatio-temporal) directional transform which
can be viewed as an extension of wavelet transforms for video.
The design of the proposed scheme requires four main steps: (i)
graph construction, (ii) graph splitting, (iii) filte design, and (iv)
extension of the transform to different levels of decomposition.
We focus on the optimization of these steps in order to obtain
an effective transform for video coding. Furthermore, based on
this scheme, we propose a coefficien reordering method and an
entropy coder leading to a complete video encoder that achieves
better coding performance than a motion compensated temporal
filterin wavelet-based encoder and a simple encoder derived
from H.264/AVC that makes use of similar tools as our proposed
encoder (reference software JM15.1 configu ed to use 1 reference
frame, no subpixel motion estimation, 16 × 16 inter and 4 × 4
intra modes).
Index Terms—Video coding, Lifting transform, Directional
transforms, Signal processing on graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Compact representations of signals are very useful in many
applications such as coding, denoising or feature extraction.
Classical transforms such as Discrete Cosine Transforms
(DCT) or Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT) provide sparse
approximations of smooth signals, compacting most of the
information into a small number of coefficients However,
classical transforms lose efficien y when they are applied to D-
dimensional signals with large discontinuities. In such cases,
directional transforms, which are able to adapt their basis
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functions to the underlying signal structure, can lead to better
performance.
A graph-based signal representation allows us to generalize
standard signal processing operations, such as filterin or
transforms, to a broad class of D-dimensional signals [1]–
[12]. In this way, there are many scenarios in which one can
construct a graph to represent D-dimensional signals where
weights reflec specifi relationships between samples (e.g.,
correlation, geometric distance or connectivity). In a video
signal, each graph node can represent a pixel and links between
nodes may capture similarity between luminance values. The
motivation of this paper is to design a video encoder based on
directional transforms constructed from graph-based represen-
tations, in which filterin operations are performed following
directions of high correlation.
B. Related Work
The design of directional transforms has been an active
research fiel in the past two decades. Representative examples
are Curvelets [13], Contourlets [14], Bandelets [15], Direction-
lets [16] or directional DCTs [17], [18]. The lifting scheme
[19] allows us to construct critically sampled transforms whose
basis functions can be adapted to the signal structure in a
simple way. To perform lifting, the input signal should be split
into update (U) and prediction (P) samples and the update
(u) and prediction (p) filter should be defined Then, in the
prediction stage of the transform, P samples are predicted
from U samples using p filter providing subsampled high-
pass (detail coefficients versions of the signal, and U samples
are updated from P detail coefficient using u filter giving
rise to subsampled low-pass (smooth coefficients versions of
the signal. If detail coefficient are close to zero, the main
information is kept in the smooth coefficients thus obtaining a
more compact representation. Applying this process iteratively
on the smooth coefficient leads to a multiresolution analysis
(MRA) [20] of the original signal. Due to its simplicity, some
directional transforms based on lifting have been proposed
in the literature for image [21]–[23] and video [24]–[29]
representation.
The main multiresolution decomposition structures in
wavelet-based video coding using lifting are referred to as
“t + 2D” and “2D + t”. In the former, motion-compensated
lifting steps are applied on the video sequence to implement
the temporal wavelet transform, filterin along a set of motion
trajectories described by a specifi motion model (an approach
known as motion compensated temporal filtering MCTF).
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Then, a 2-dimensional wavelet transform is carried out in
the spatial domain [24]. In the latter, each frame is firs
wavelet transformed in the spatial domain, followed by MCTF.
Representative examples of MCTF implementations are [25],
[26] and [27]. These approaches can be described as separable
because spatial and temporal filterin are applied in separate
steps. Side information (e.g., motion vectors (MV)) is typically
transmitted so that the decoder can identify the directional
transform that was selected. In all of these works, in order
to perform the prediction and update stages of the lifting
scheme, the input sequence is split into U (even frames)
and P (odd frames) subsequences, and for each level of
the transform, the P subsequence is predicted from the U
subsequence giving rise to the high-pass subband sequence,
and the U subsequence is updated by using a filtere version
of the P one, thus obtaining the low-pass subband sequence.
In cases in which the motion model cannot accurately capture
the real motion of the scene, this kind of splitting into even
and odd frames will lead to the linking of U and P pixels with
very different luminance values. In this way, P frames will be
poorly predicted from U frames, leading to significan energy
in the high pass subband sequence, and thus relatively low
energy compaction. Moreover, when using MCTF, problems
arise due to occlusions and uncovered areas (pixels that are
filtere several times or are not filtere at all). Some authors
handle this problem by identifying unconnected and multiple
connected pixels and adapting the predict and update operators
accordingly (e.g., [28]).
C. Contributions
In this paper we describe and optimize a video encoder
based on lifting transforms on graphs. By construction, lifting
on graphs [30]–[32] leads to a critically sampled and invertible
transform, in contrast to other graph-based transforms [1], [6]–
[8]. To this end, every node is labeled as U or P , and only
edges between U and P sets are used for filtering which is
equivalent to findin a bipartite approximation to the graph.
The proposed scheme gives rise to a 3-dimensional (spatio-
temporal) non-separable directional transform that can be
viewed as an extension/generalization of wavelet transform-
based video encoders that operate in the spatial and in the
temporal domains independently. Thanks to the versatility of
the proposed scheme, U and P nodes and filter can be
arbitrarily chosen, solving some problems that arise in the
MCTF approaches, e.g., multiply connected or disconnected
pixels. This versatility provides a great freedom to choose
filterin directions, which are define by means of the links
between nodes on the graph, allowing the transform to adapt
to the video content, thus improving its performance. Once
the transform is defined we propose a coefficien reordering
approach and an entropy coder, leading to a complete video
encoder. On average, our proposed system achieves improve-
ments of 1.24 dB with respect to a MCTF encoder [25] and
0.34 dB with respect to a simplifie encoder derived from
H.264/AVC (reference software JM15.1 configure to use tools
similar to those in the proposed encoder, i.e., 1 reference
frame, no subpixel motion estimation, 16× 16 inter and 4× 4
intra modes), for a variety of standard QCIF and CIF video
sequences. These improvements are more significan at high
qualities, where they are in the range of 1 to 3 dBs with
respect to the simplifie H.264/AVC video encoder, obtaining
similar coding results in six out of twelve test sequences when
comparing to JM15.1 configure allowing 5 reference frames,
all the inter and intra modes available, and motion estimation
similar to the proposed encoder (subpixel motion estimation
disabled).
Previous work was presented by the authors in [33]–[35].
In this paper we formalize and solve analytically some of
the underlying problems that arise from the transform design,
describing and optimizing the complete scheme. Besides, we
provide experimental results that compare different transform
designs in terms of energy compaction ability and that justify
our design choice. In order to obtain an improved com-
plete encoder, we propose a reordering method and a new
entropy coder, significantl improving previous versions of
the encoder. Finally, we extend the results in [33]–[35] by
including a comparison of the proposed encoder with MCTF
and H.264/AVC video encoders for QCIF and CIF sequences.
The outline for the rest of the paper is as follows. In
Section II we present the notation and some definition that
will be used throughout the paper and we outline lifting
transforms on graphs, motivating some optimization problems
that are discussed in Section III, where we formally defin
these problems and propose solutions. We also compare our
solutions in terms of energy compaction to choose the best
transform design. In Section IV we propose a complete video
encoder based on lifting transforms on graphs, discussing the
quantization, reordering, and entropy coding, as well as the
side information that is sent to the decoder. In Section V
we provide experimental results that prove the effica y of the
proposed video encoder in comparison to H.264/AVC and a
MCTF video encoder. Finally, in Section VI we draw some
conclusions and propose some directions for future research.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Notation
A graph is denoted as G = (V, E), where V = {1, . . . , N}
is a set of nodes (or vertices) and E ⊂ V × V a set of edges
(or links) between nodes. In the present work we consider
arbitrary, undirected, edge-weighted graphs, denoting with
wmn ∈ R
+ the weight of the edge mn ∈ E (wmn = 1 for
unweighted graphs). The order of the graph N = |V| is the
number of nodes of the graph. Nm = {n ∈ V : mn ∈ E}
is the set of neighbors of node m, and N[m] is its closed
neighborhood set (N[m] = Nm ∪ m). The degree of a node
m, Dm, is the sum of weights of all its incident edges
(i.e., the number of neighbors if the graph is unweighted),
Dm =
∑
n∈Nm
wmn.
We use the index i for nodes in set P , k for nodes in set
U , and j for indexing the level of the transform, while m and
n are general indexes.
B. Classical Graph-Partition Problems
As previously discussed, lifting requires findin a bipartition
of the graph, splitting the node set into two disjoint subsets
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U and P := V\U , which is called a cut in graph theory. The
weight of the cut (W ) is given by the function
W (U ,P) =
∑
i∈P,k∈U
wik. (1)
The weighted maximum-cut (WMC) problem can be define
as, given a weighted graph G, findin the cut of maximum
weight:
WMC(G) = max
∀U⊆V
W (U ,P). (2)
If G is an unweighted graph, the WMC problem will be
referred to as the maximum-cut (MC) problem.
Another interesting approach is to fin a bipartition of the
graph so that: (i) every node of one of the subsets has at least
one neighbor in the other subset and (ii) one of the subsets
has the minimum possible number of nodes. This can be
achieved by applying the classical set-covering (SC) problem
to the collection of sets of closed neighbors of a graph. More
formally, given a collection M of all sets N[n], n ∈ V , a
set-cover C ⊆ M is a subcollection of the sets whose union
is V , and the goal of the SC problem is findin a minimum-
cardinality set-cover mC such that mC =
{
N[nm]
}
m∈1,2,...,l
.
The corresponding cut arises naturally: we can denote set
{nm}m∈1,2,...,l as U nodes and the remaining as P nodes
(SCU ) or vice-versa (SCP ).
C. Graph-Based Representation of a Generic Signal
Definitio II.1. Graph-based signal representation
Let x = [x1, x2, . . . , xm, . . . , xN ] be a signal define in a
D-dimensional space (where xm ∈ R is define at position
cm ∈ R
D) whose samples have been placed in a vector
in arbitrary order. Assume that data are organized in an
undirected graph G = (V, E) so that xm is the value on node
m ∈ V , and E ⊂ V × V is a set of edges between nodes.
Note that node a ∈ V can be linked to any subset of nodes
F ⊂ {V\ {a}} without restrictions. This leads to a graph-
based signal representation, Gx, of x.
Throughout this paper, edges between nodes capture simi-
larity between them (i.e., nodes a and b are linked if xa and xb
are similar enough). Similarity is derived from sample position
in D-dimensional space (e.g., pixels that are neighbors in an
image) and other information, such as motion and presence of
image contours1.
D. Lifting Transforms on Arbitrary Graphs
Lifting transforms on arbitrary graphs were initially pro-
posed by [30], [31] and [32]. Given a signal x define on an
arbitrary undirected graph, Gx = (V, E), lifting is specifie by
three main stages (see Figure 1): (i) a split stage2, which find
a bipartition of the graph so that the input node set at each
specifi level of decomposition j (sj−1) is split into prediction
1To avoid confusion we call image “contours” edges that appear in the
image between sets of pixels of different intensities, while we reserve the
term “edge” for the links between nodes in a graph.
2The split stage of the transform will be referred to as U/P assignment or
graph bipartition problem throughout this paper.
(Pj) and update (Uj) sets; (ii) a prediction stage, where every
sample si,j−1 ∈ Pj is predicted from an arbitrary number of
Uj neighbors using the pi,j filte , yielding the detail coefficien
di,j ; and (iii) an update stage, where every sample sk,j−1 ∈ Uj
is filtere with the uk,j filte using sk,j−1 and an arbitrary
number of Pj neighbor detail coefficients giving rise to the
smooth coefficien sk,j . Mathematically, lifting on graphs can
be written as:
di,j =si,j−1 −
∑
k∈Ni,j∩Uj
pi,k,j sk,j−1 = si,j−1 − sˆi,j−1,
sk,j =sk,j−1 +
∑
i∈Nk,j∩Pj
uk,i,j di,j , (3)
where pi,k,j (resp. uk,i,j) is the value of the k − th (resp.
i − th) position in the pi,j (resp. uk,j) filte . Note that
inverting the operations of the forward transform to obtain the
inverse transform is straightforward from (3) as long as only
connections between U and P nodes are used for filtering
Lifting transforms on graphs can operate with arbitrary
graphs, Pj/Uj disjoint splittings and pj and uj filte designs
without compromising the perfect reconstruction and critically
sampled properties of the transform [36]. This fl xibility in the
design makes the choice of the transform parameters a crucial
task in order to achieve an efficien transformation. In Section
III we focus on addressing the following questions:
• How should the graphs be constructed to capture the
correlation of the signal? (Section III-A).
• How should the p and u filter be defined (Section
III-B).
• How should the U/P splitting be performed? (Section
III-C).
• How should the graphs be constructed at decomposition
level j > 1? (Section III-D).
Finally, note that throughout the next sections we focus the
explanation on the firs level of the transform, so that x =
sj=0 is the raw data, Gx its graph representation, and detail
coefficient (3) are written as di = xi −
∑
k∈Ni∩U
pi,k xk =
xi− xˆi. Nevertheless, all the described processes can be easily
extended to any level j.
III. LIFTING TRANSFORMS ON GRAPHS FOR VIDEO
CODING
A. Graph Construction
The graph construction includes the graph-based signal
representation and the graph weighting. Observe that, by
Definitio II.1, there exist several Gx for the same x depending
on the way in which the similarity between nodes is defined
Furthermore, given that the filterin operations are performed
using neighboring (linked) nodes, Gx define the filterin
directions.
1) Graph-Based Representation of a Video Signal: Let x
be a given video sequence where xm refers to the luminance
value of pixel m, belonging to a specifi frame and spatial
position. Let Gx = (V, E) be its graph representation, where
links between nodes can be spatial (S) or temporal (T ) so that
S ∪ T = E .
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Original Graphs 
Split Stage 
(       assignment) 
Prediction 
Stage 
Subband 
Decomposition 
j =1 j =2 Decomposition 
Level 
Update 
Stage 
Fig. 1: Example of the lifting scheme applied to a graph. Two levels of decomposition of the forward transform. Discarded
links (links between same-label neighbors, not used to perform the filtering are indicated with dashed lines in the split process.
Left column shows the corresponding stages of the transform at decomposition level j = 1, and right column at j = 2. Last
row represents the schematic subband decomposition obtained for each j.
In a firs example of the graph representation of a video
signal, every pixel is linked (i) to temporal neighbors following
a motion estimation (ME) process and (ii) to 8 one-hop spatial
neighbors (i.e., pixels of the same frame), assuming that spatial
neighboring pixels will have similar luminance values. In this
example ME is performed findin the best-matching block on
the previous (reference) frame, so that a pixel in frame t is
linked to the pixel that it points to in frame t−1 and, possibly,
to one or more pixels in frame t+1 that use it as a reference
(i.e., if one or more blocks in frame t+ 1 points to this pixel
in frame t).
A reasonable approach to improve the graph representation
could be to remove links between spatial neighboring pixels
that cross contours of an image (frame) assuming that they
will have very different luminance values. This gives rise to
the graph representation illustrated in Figure 2(a), where red
dashed line represents a contour within a frame. Finally it
should be noticed that the encoder should send some side
information to allow the decoder to correctly construct the
same graph. Therefore, a trade-off exists between accuracy
in the graph description and side information to be sent (e.g.,
using smaller block sizes in ME leads to more accurate graphs,
but more side information has to be sent).
2) Graph Weighting: Similarities between nodes depend on
the nature of links between them (i.e., spatial or temporal) and
on the specifi Gx used for the signal at hand. In the particular
case of a video signal, it is natural to assign a specifi weight
to every spatial link and another weight to every temporal link.
We fin the optimal graph weights that minimize the quadratic
prediction error (assuming one-hop prediction filter define
below) for a given Gx.
Let Gx = (V, E) be the graph-based representation of
a video signal, with S, T the set of spatial and temporal
(a) Graph representation (b) Graph weighting
Fig. 2: Graph construction of a video signal: (a) Graph repre-
sentation removing those spatial links that cross the contours
of a frame; (b) graph weighting.
edges, respectively. Let N sm = {n : mn ∈ S} (resp. N
t
m =
{n : mn ∈ T }) denote one-hop spatial (resp. temporal) neigh-
borhood of m, for all nodes m ∈ V .
Thus, the mean values of the spatial and the temporal
neighbors of node m are define as
x¯sm =
1
|N sm|
∑
n∈N sm
xn, (4)
x¯tm =
1
|N tm|
∑
n∈N tm
xn,
where |N sm| (resp. |N
t
m|) is the number of spatial (resp.
temporal) neighbors of m. Let us assume that every node
m ∈ V is linearly predicted from its spatial and temporal
neighbors as:
xˆm = wsx¯
s
m + wtx¯
t
m. (5)
Then, our problem becomes:
Problem III.1. Optimal Weighting Problem Formulation.
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Find the weights ws and wt that minimize the quadratic
prediction error over all the nodes m ∈ V:
min
ws,wt
∑
m∈V
(
xm − wsx¯
s
m − wtx¯
t
m
)2
.
(6)
Differentiating with respect to ws and wt we obtain the
classical least-squares solution:
w∗ = [w∗s , w
∗
t ] = R
−1r, (7)
where
R =
[ ∑
m∈V x¯
s
mx¯
s
m
∑
m∈V x¯
s
mx¯
t
m∑
m∈V x¯
t
mx¯
s
m
∑
m∈V x¯
t
mx¯
t
m
]
(8)
and
r =
∑
m∈V
xm
[
x¯sm
x¯tm
]
(9)
are the correlation matrices. It should be noted that R is a
positive semidefinit matrix and R−1 is define for any Gx
constructed from a non-constant x.
The graph topology can be described by its adjacency
matrix, so that we can express the optimal weights as a
function of spatial and temporal adjacency matrices of the
graph. Let As = [asmn ] and At = [atmn ] be the adjacency
matrices of the subgraphs containing only the spatial and
temporal edges, respectively, where each column is normalized
(i.e., asmn = 1/ |N
s
n| if mn ∈ S; asmn = 0 if mn /∈ S).
Vectorizing the sequence into a 1× (L×H ×K) row vector
x, where L×H is the frame size and K the number of frames
considered, we can write:
w∗ =
[
xAsA
T
s
xT xAsA
T
t
xT
xAtA
T
s
xT xAtA
T
t
xT
]−1
·
[
xAsx
T
xAtx
T
]
, (10)
where the symbol T denotes transposition.
Once w∗ has been calculated, we assign w∗s (resp. w
∗
t ) to
every spatial (resp. temporal) link, leading to a weighted Gx
that accurately captures the correlation between nodes. Figure
2 illustrates the graph construction process, including the graph
representation and graph weighting.
Note that the correlation between temporal and spatial
neighbors changes with the video content, and thus the value of
the optimal graph weights would change as well. The optimal
weights can be computed for any subgraph H ⊆ Gx (i.e., their
value can change for every subgraph and thus with the video
content) with the formulation given above. For a video signal,
optimal weights can be computed, for example, between two
consecutive frames (i.e., weights between pixels in frames t
and t− 1 are computed and used, then weights between t+1
and t, and so on). Given that the weights should be sent to
the decoder as side information, a trade-off exists between
accuracy in the weights selection (lower H sizes) and side
information to be sent.
B. Graph-Based Filter Design
In this section we firs focus on the prediction filte design
assuming a given weighted graph Gx for which a bipartition
(i.e., U /P assignment) has been chosen. Then, we describe the
update filte design, which is based on the methods proposed
by [37] and [38].
1) Prediction Filter: The problem of optimizing prediction
filter in lifting transforms has been considered by several
authors, typically based on optimization criteria that seek to
minimize the expected energy of the detail coefficient [39]–
[43]. Given that the graph topology can be locally different,
we design prediction filter in a natural way from the graph
weights, which were optimized in order to minimize the one-
hop prediction error (i.e., the energy of the detail coefficients)
The general expression for the prediction filte at node i ∈ P
is:
pi =
[pi,1 , pi,2 , . . . , pi,k , . . . , pi,mi ]∑mi
k=1 pi,k
, (11)
where pi,k is the prediction coefficien associated with neigh-
bor node k ∈ Ni∩U and mi is the number of U neighbors of
i. The normalization factor is important when
∑mi
k=1 pi,k 6= 1
(e.g., to defin prediction filter in higher levels of the trans-
form, where pi,k at j is calculated as the product of the weights
in the path between connected nodes at j − 1, as will be
explained in Section III-D). Prediction coefficient pi,k are
define from weights of the graph as follows:
Definitio III.1. Prediction filte for unweighted Gx
Consider a given unweighted Gx and U /P assignment. In
this case, we defin pi,k = 1/mi, leading to unweighted
predictors:
xˆi =
∑
k∈Ni∩Uj
pi,k xk =
1
mi
∑
k∈Ni∩U
xk. (12)
Definitio III.2. Prediction filte for weighted Gx
Consider a weighted Gx as define in Section III-A, where
every link can be spatial (S) or temporal (T ), with weights
ws and wt3, respectively. Let us defin msi (resp. m
t
i) as the
number of U spatial (resp. temporal) neighbors of i ∈ P (i.e.,
msi = |N
s
i ∩U| and m
t
i = |N
t
i ∩U|). Normalizing the weights
by msi and m
t
i, respectively, pi,k is obtained as:
pi,k =
{
ws/m
s
i , if ik ∈ S,
wt/m
t
i, if ik ∈ T .
(13)
This leads to spatio-temporal weighted predictors define
as
xˆi =
∑
k∈Ni∩Uj
pi,k xk =
ws
msi
∑
k∈N s
i
∩U
xk +
wt
mti
∑
k∈N t
i
∩U
xk.
(14)
3Without loss of generality, throughout the rest of the paper we assume that
ws +wt = 1, which is the case in most of the examples. If this assumption
is not considered, the weight values in the Formulas of the paper should be
divided by (ws + wt).
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2) Update Filter: For each update node we design an
update filte that is orthogonal to the prediction filter of its
prediction neighbors. The general expression for the update
filte at node k ∈ U is:
uk = [uk,1 , uk,2 , . . . , uk,i , . . . , uk,mk ] , (15)
where uk,i is the update coefficien associated with neighbor
node i ∈ Nk ∩P and mk is the number of P neighbors of k.
Let Pk be an N ×mk matrix having the prediction vectors of
nodes i ∈ Nk∩P as its columns. Let p∗k the vector containing
the elements of row k in matrix Pk. Orthogonal uk filte is
obtained as:
uTk = −
(
PTkPk
)−1
p∗Tk . (16)
It can be shown [38] that PTkPk is invertible and that filter
define as (16) always exist. While the resulting update filter
are not orthogonal to all the prediction filters this solution
reduces the impact of the “worst-case” coherence, because
the prediction filter centered in prediction nodes that are not
neighbors have little or no common support with the given
update filte . Other approaches for update filte design can be
found in the literature [44].
C. U/P Assignment
Assuming we have a weighted Gx and p and u filter
definition this section describes how to split graph nodes
into two disjoint sets U and P . We discuss two different
approaches: coloring-based U/P assignment, which fin a
bipartition by solving ”classical” graph partition problems
described in Section II-B, and model-based U/P assignment,
which minimizes the expected value of the quadratic prediction
error (i.e., the detail coefficien energy) assuming a signal
model and a predictor.
1) Coloring-based U/P Assignment: As we proposed in
[33], [34], one good solution to address the U/P assignment
is by solving the WMC problem. The underlying idea is to
maximize the reliability with which update nodes can predict
prediction neighbors, which intuitively seems equivalent to
maximize the total weight of the links between the P and
U sets. An alternative approach for U/P assignment is by
solving set-covering (SC) problems. In particular, the SCU
solution involves obtaining the minimum number of U nodes
that guarantees that every P node has at least one U neighbor
and thus can be predicted. This leads to a large number of P
nodes in which the signal is decorrelated which would have,
in general, a low number of U neighbors. On the other hand,
the SCP solution involves having a low number of P nodes
with many U neighbors.
2) Signal model-based U/P Assignment: Assume that
video signals are modeled considering (i) smooth noise vari-
ations between neighbors on the graph and (ii) that spatial
and temporal neighbor pixels may have different correlations.
Under these assumptions, we propose the Spatio-Temporal
Model (STM), where every pixel xm is generated as:
Definitio III.3. Spatio-Temporal Model
xm =

 ws
|N s[m]|
∑
n∈N s
[m]
ǫn +
wt
|N t[m]|
∑
n∈N t
[m]
ǫn

+ ηm, (17)
where N s[m] and N
t
[m] are the closed sets of spatial and
temporal neighbors, respectively, of node m; ws and wt are
the graph weights; and ǫn and ηm are zero-mean independent
random variables with variances vǫn , and vηm , respectively.
Given the predictor xˆi define in Definitio III.2, our goal
is to solve the next problem:
Problem III.2. U/P Assignment Problem:
Find the U/P assignment that minimizes the total prediction
error given by
Etot =
∑
i∈P
E{(xi − xˆi)
2} (18)
for a given number of P nodes, |P|:
min
U/P
Etot, subject to |P| = T. (19)
Fixing |P| in the problem formulation is important because
Etot is minimized by minimizing the size of P . Thus, solving
(19) is practical only if some constraint on the size of P is
introduced. In practice, one can fi |P| = |V|/2 in order to
obtain a dyadic decomposition of the graph similar to the one
obtained in classical wavelets.
It can be proven [45] that, considering that vηm = vη and
that vǫm = vǫ for any m ∈ V , the prediction error of i is given
by
ESTi = E{(xi − xˆi)
2} = E{(xi)
2}+ E{(xˆi)
2} − 2E{xixˆi}
(20)
= vη + vǫ
(
w2s
|N s[i]|
+
w2t
|N t[i]|
+
2wswt
|N s[i]||N
t
[i]|
)
+ vη
(
w2s
msi
+
w2t
mti
)
+ vǫ
(
w2s
(msi )
2Gi +
w2t
(mti)
2Hi +
2wswt
mtim
s
i
Ii
)
− 2vǫ
(
ws
msi
Ji +
wt
mti
Ki
)
,
where terms Gi, Hi and Ii are closely related with the
correlation between U neighbors of node i, and Ji and Ki
with the correlation between node i and its U neighbors. The
main idea behind (20) is that, for node i, the expected value
of the prediction error decreases when i has a large number
of correlated U neighbors, which is quite reasonable from
the prediction theory point of view. Furthermore, correlation
between nodes increases with the value of the weight between
them and with the proportion of shared neighbors on the graph.
Summarizing, the optimal U/P assignment (i.e., the one
that minimizes
∑
i∈P ESTi ) under the assumed model and pre-
dictor, depends on the weight values and the graph topology. In
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Section III-E we obtain prediction error results for the STM
by using a greedy algorithm that locally minimizes (20) in
each iteration.
D. Extending the Transform to Multiple Levels of Decompo-
sition
In order to carry out a multiresolution analysis, the low pass
coefficient are successively projected in different transforma-
tion levels onto smooth and detail subspaces. To obtain the
graph at transformation level j from the graph at level j−1, we
connect those U nodes that are either (i) directly connected or
(ii) at two-hop of distance in the graph at level j−1, so that the
simplifie graph continues to capture the correlation between
pixels. If the link exists at level j − 1 then the corresponding
link at level j inherits the same weight. Alternatively, if two
nodes are linked that were two hops away at level j − 1 then
the corresponding link weight is the product of the weights
in the path between connected nodes at level j − 1. Note
that if there exist multiple two-hop paths between the two
nodes, the resulting weight is the highest among available
paths (maximum similarity). Once we have constructed the
graph at level j, we should split the nodes again into prediction
(Pj) and update (Uj) disjoint sets in order to perform the
transform. Algorithm 1 shows the implementation of the graph
construction at level j from the graph at level j−1 and Figure
3 shows an illustrative example with the U/P assignment at
both transformation levels.
Algorithm 1 Gx,j construction from Gx,j−1.
Require: Uj−1/Pj−1, Gx,j−1 = (Vj−1, Ej−1),Wj−1 =
[wmn,j−1]
1: Ej = {∅}, Vj = Uj−1
2: for ∀m ∈ Uj−1 do
3: for ∀n ∈ Nm,j−1 do
4: if n ∈ Uj−1 then
5: Ej ← mn
6: wmn,j ← wmn,j−1
7: else if n ∈ Pj−1 then
8: for ∀l ∈ Nn,j−1\m do
9: if l ∈ Uj−1 then
10: Ej ← ml
11: wml,j ← wmn,j−1wnl,j−1
12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: return Gx,j = (Vj , Ej), Wj = [wmn,j ]
E. Evaluation of Different Transform Designs
Different transform designs discussed previously are com-
pared in terms of compaction ability (energy of detail coeffi
cients in the firs level of the transform (j = 1)). This will give
some insight about the importance of the different processes
and optimizations and will allow us to select the best design to
our purposes. Specificall , we evaluate: (i) two different graph
Fig. 3: Graph construction and U/P assignment for consecu-
tive levels of decomposition. a = 10, b = 5 and c = 3 are the
different weight values. Grey nodes are U nodes, and white
ones are P nodes. Discarded links (links between same-label
neighbors) are indicated as broken links.
representations, contours connected Gx (CCG) and contours
disconnected Gx (CDG), define below; (ii) two different p
filters obtained from unweighted Gx (unw) as in Definitio
III.1 and from optimal weighted Gx (w∗) as in Definitio
III.2; and (iii) different U/P assignment strategies investigated
in Section III-C, namely: SCU , SCP and MC for unweighted
Gx, and STM and WMC for weighted Gx.
In both, CCG and CDG, every node is firstl connected to
its 8 one-hop spatial neighbors and to an arbitrary number of
temporal neighbors following a ME model. The difference is
that in CDG links between neighbor nodes across contours are
disconnected. To obtain the SCU and SCP we use the greedy
approach described in [45]; WMC algorithm is described in
Algorithm 2, where Uj and Pj form a bipartition of the
node set Uj−1. Note that, if the given Gx is unweighted, the
algorithm provides the MC solution; and STM algorithm is
described in [45]. The experiments have been carried out using
subgraphs of real video data extracted from different standard
test sequences.
Algorithm 2 Weighted Maximum-Cut Algorithm
Require: Gx, Uj = {∅}, Pj = {Uj−1}
1: Calculate the Degree of the Uj−1 node set: D =[
D1 , . . . , Dk , . . . , D|Uj−1|
]
, k ∈ Uj−1
2: Select the node a with largest Degree: Da = max(D)
3: while Da > 0 do
4: Let Uj ← Uj ∪ {a}
5: Let Pj ← Pj\ {a}
6: Change the sign of the weights of the incident edges to
a
7: Update Degrees of adjacent nodes to a
8: Select the node a with largest Degree, Da = max(D)
9: end while
10: return Uj and Pj
To evaluate the performance of each approach, we measure
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the average prediction error over all nodes in P as:
Eap =
1
|P|
∑
i∈P
(xi − xˆi)
2 =
1
|P|
∑
i∈P
(di)
2,
(21)
where xi is the actual luminance value of the pixels, and xˆi
the prediction.
Figure 4 shows experimental results where Eap is plotted as
a function of the value |U|/N corresponding to the different
configurations/transfor designs. Note that the number of
U/P nodes is fi ed for the WMC, MC, SCU and SCP
solutions, and varies in the STM approach (by letting the given
|P| in Problem III.2 vary). This is because WMC, MC, SCU
and SCP have unique solutions that give rise to a specifi U/P
bipartition (and thus a specifi number and location of U and
P nodes).
As expected, Eap generally decreases as the number of
U nodes increases, because better predictions are obtained.
Furthermore, as the SCU solution involves having a large
number of P nodes with a low number of U neighbors, the
prediction will not usually be so accurate, and the mean energy
of detail coefficient Eap will be large as is shown in Figure 4.
On the other hand, the SCP solution implies having accurate
predictions (e.g., the Eap will be low) but a small number of
detail coefficient in which data is decorrelated.
Eap is consistently much lower when using CDG instead
of CCG for the same predictors and U/P strategy, which
means that including the directional information in the spatial
domain removing links between nodes across contours helps
to improve the prediction and thus to decrease the detail
coefficien energy. For that purpose, we need to estimate the
contours and send this information to the decoder.
Eap obtained with optimal weighted CDG is lower than
with unweighted CDG, so it can be concluded that it is
important to take into account that temporal and spatial
linked neighbors usually have different correlations and thus
graph weight should be different. Therefore, we weight CDG
following the process explained in Section III-A2, calculating
w∗ every two consecutive frames, and use the p filter
define from the graph weights (Definitio III.2) and u filter
described in Section III-B2.
Regarding the U/P assignment process, we observe that
using STM leads to lower detail coefficien energy for a given
number of |P| nodes than WMC. Nevertheless, WMC obtains
reasonably good results that are close to the STM solution with
simpler greedy algorithms and thus with lower computational
cost. Summarizing, given the lower computational cost and the
near-optimal performance of the WMC, we use it as criterion
to perform the U/P assignment in every level of the transform
j. An example of the WMC U/P assignment for two levels
of decomposition is shown in Figure 3.
IV. COMPLETE VIDEO ENCODER
Once the transform has been discussed, in this section we
describe in detail the proposed quantization, reordering and
entropy coding of the coefficient to obtain the fina bitstream,
as well as the side information to be sent to the decoder. Then,
we describe step by step the implementation of the complete
encoder.
A. Quantization, Reordering, Entropy Coder and Side Infor-
mation
The transform coefficient are quantized using a subband
dependent quantization (i.e., the quantization step is smaller in
low frequency subbands). Specifi quantization step values are
given in Section V. These quantized coefficient are scanned
following two different approaches based on the methods
proposed in [34]: (i) inter-subband reordering, and (ii) intra-
subband reordering. The energy of middle-high frequency
coefficient will tend to be low, and thus these subbands
will be likely to have a large number of zero coefficient
after quantization. Inter-subband reordering groups coefficient
that belong to the same subband, increasing the probability
of having long strings of zero coefficients Specificall , the
coefficient are sorted as:
coeffsinter =
[
sj=J ,dj=J ,dj=J−1, . . . ,dj=1
]
, (22)
where sj=J are the smooth coefficient at level of decom-
position j = J (the lower frequency subband), and dj are
the detail coefficient at a generic level of decomposition j.
Intra-subband reordering is based on the fact that edge weights
provide an estimate of the reliability with which one P node
is predicted from U neighbors, and that it is reasonable to
assume that the magnitude of detail coefficient will tend to
be smaller if they have been predicted from more “reliable”
U neighbors. Intra-subband reordering aims to group together
the most reliably predicted nodes, reordering the coefficient
in each subband as a function of the average of the link
weights between every P node and its U neighbors. Let us
defin the average degree of node m with its U neighbors as:
DmU =
∑
n∈Nm∩U
wmn
|Nm∩U|
. For a generic level of decomposition
j, detail coefficient are sorted in increasing order of DmU :
d
j
intra = [da, db, . . . , dn] , (23)
where DaU < DbU < . . . < DnU .
This process is invertible because the weighted graph is
known at both encoder and decoder. Figure 5 shows an
example of the effect of reordering on quantized coefficient
from 20 frames of the sequence Carphone.
After quantization and reordering, the coefficien vector
is typically sparse, with larger coefficient at the beginning,
and a large number of zero and ±1 middle-high frequency
coefficient (trailing ones). The entropy coder is designed to
take advantage of these characteristics, working in scanning
units of size S (i.e., the input of the entropy coder is a
group of S coefficients in reverse order (from higher to lower
frequencies) as described in Algorithm 3.
Note that, for every scanning unit of size S, a fla is also
sent to the decoder to indicate whether the scanning unit is
all zeros. The contour map, the MVs, and the weights have to
be sent to the decoder as side information so that the process
performed at the encoder is known at the decoder and thus
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Fig. 4: Eap for different sequences. A comparison of different transform designs.
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Fig. 5: Inter and intra-subband reorderings. Top: original coefficients Bottom: reordered coefficients Data extracted from 20
frames of the sequence Carphone.
the system is invertible. The contour map is estimated using
a standard Sobel edge detector and thresholding. To reduce
the resulting overhead, we note that if there are no occlusions
and the motion model captures object motion accurately, it
is possible to estimate the contours of the current frame
using contour data obtained from the reference frame along
with motion information. Thus, in practice we only need
to explicitly send contour information to the decoder once
every K frames. Contour maps are encoded using JBIG.
Regarding the temporal correlation, MVs are obtained from a
standard integer full search within a specifi search range. Note
that motion mappings are estimated using the original video
frames, that is, the reference frame is not a reconstruction from
a previously encoded frame as in the latest video coding stan-
dards such as H.264/AVC and H.265/HEVC (High Efficien y
Video Coding). MVs are differentially encoded with respect
to a predicted MV obtained from adjacent blocks. Then, a
variable length code (VLC) is used to code the difference MV.
Finally, weights are encoded using 9 bits per weight.
B. Complete Encoder Implementation
Figure 6 shows the encoder and the decoder data fl w. First,
ME and contour detection processes are performed, obtaining
the MVs and the contour map that are needed to obtain the
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Algorithm 3 Entropy Coding of the Quantized Coefficient
Require: S coefficient to be encoded
1: Encode the total number of non-zero coefficient and
number of trailing ones using a fi ed number of bits
n = log2(S)
2: Encode the sign of the trailing ones
3: Encode the level of the remaining non-zero coefficient
using an adaptive arithmetic coder
4: Encode the total number of zeros before the last non-zero
coefficien using an Exp-Golomb code
5: Encode the number of zeros preceding each non-zero
coefficien using an Exp-Golomb code
6: return Bitstream
graph representation of the video signal CDG (Fig. 2(a)).
Then, the encoder calculates the optimal weights, w∗ (10), and
assigns these weights to the links (Fig. 2(b)). At this point, the
encoder performs the Uj=1/Pj=1 assignment process solving
the WMC problem using Algorithm 2. Next, for every j > 1,
the weighted graphs are obtained following Algorithm 1, and
the Uj>1/Pj>1 assignments are made (Algorithm 2). Once
we have the graphs and U/P assignments for all levels of
decomposition, the encoder performs the transform (3) using
the p filte of Definitio III.2 and the u filte of (16), quantizes
the coefficients and reorders them ((22) and (23)). Finally, the
contour map is encoded using JBIG, MVs are differentially
encoded using a VLC, and coefficient (C) are entropy coded
using Algorithm 3 to generate the definit ve bitstream. Note
that, as can be seen in Figure 6, the weight values are needed
to perform the U/P assignment, the filterin operations of the
transform, and the reordering of the coefficients
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Video Coding Results
To evaluate the coding performance of the proposed en-
coder, we compare it with a MCTF approach [25] and with two
different configuration of the H.264/AVC reference software
JM15.1 [46]. In the firs configuratio of JM15.1 (H.264simp),
the test conditions are set so that only similar tools to the
ones implemented in our encoder are enabled. In this way,
subpixel ME is disabled, and ME is performed in blocks
of size 16x16 (only 16x16 is available among all the inter
modes), using 1 reference frame and ±32 search range. To
exploit spatial redundancy, mode intra 4x4 is allowed (in our
system, spatial redundancy is exploited by means of spatial
links between nodes). Note that allowing more than one intra
mode would be equivalent to allowing our encoder to test
different thresholds in the contour map detection and different
k-hop spatial neighborhoods in the graph construction. Finally,
RDO mode is set to low complexity (note that our encoder
does not use rate-distortion optimization) and entropy coder
used is CAVLC, which is the most similar to the one used in
our system. The second configuratio of JM15.1 (H.264full)
allows different tools implemented in the standard (all the
modes available, 5 reference frames,...) but uses the same
ME as in the proposed encoder (subpixel ME disabled). The
experiments were conducted using an IPPP GOP pattern, QP
values ranging from 24 to 40, and 20 frames per sequence.
Table I summarizes these conditions.
In MCTF and in our approach, the coefficient are quantized
using a subband dependent quantization with the values speci-
fie in Table II, where every column corresponds to a specifi
subband, and every row shows different quality points ordered
from higher (Q1) to lower (Q4) qualities. These values result
in rate-distortion points comparable to the ones obtained using
QP values ranging from 24 to 40 in the H.264/AVC encoder.
Quantized coefficient are scanned following our proposed
inter and intra-subband reorderings in our encoder and the
inter-subband reordering in the MCTF encoder (intra-subband
reordering is not possible in this encoder). Then, entropy
coding is performed in both encoders using Algorithm 3 in
scanning units of size S = 4096.
Regarding the ME process, block sizes of 16 × 16 pixels,
search range of ±32, and one reference frame are used. MVs
are differentially encoded with respect to a predicted MV with
a VLC. Although the MVs are different in the proposed and
MCTF encoders (where the ME is carried out in original
frames) and the H.264/AVC encoder (where reconstructed
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TABLE I: H.264/AVC test conditions.
Enabled Search Number of RDO mode Subpixel Entropy QP
Modes Range References ME Coder
H.264simp Inter 16x16 ±32 1 Low Disabled CAVLC 24,28,32,36,40
and INTRA 4x4 complexity
H.264full All modes ±32 5 Low Disabled CAVLC 24,28,32,36,40
enabled complexity
TABLE II: Subband quantization matrix for the proposed and
the MCTF approaches
sj=5 dj=5 dj=4 dj=3 dj=2 dj=1
Q1 5 5 5 10 20 30
Q2 5 5 10 20 30 40
Q3 10 10 20 30 40 50
Q4 20 20 60 70 70 70
reference frames are used), the rate turns out to be similar
in both cases. The proposed encoder has an extra overhead
because it has to send the contour information to the decoder
once every K frames (K = 20 in our experiments) and
the optimal weights every frame. Contour maps are encoded
using JBIG, obtaining low rates of around 10 Kbps in average
for QCIF sequences, and weights are coded using 9 bits per
weight, giving rise to insignifican rates. In the experiments,
f ve levels of decomposition are performed in the proposed
and MCTF transforms.
Figure 7 shows the rate-distortion curves for different QCIF
(Container, Carphone, Flower, Mobile, Football and Husky)
and CIF sequences (Silent, Paris, Deadline, Galleon, Tennis
and Coastguard). Table III shows the average PSNR differ-
ences of the proposed method with respect to the MCTF
(∆PSNRMCTF) and the simplifie (∆PSNRH.264simp) and full
(∆PSNRH.264full) configuration of the H.264/AVC encoder,
calculated as described in [47].
(a) Original frame. (b) Proposed encoder.
(c) H.264simp. (d) MCTF.
Fig. 8: Original and reconstructed frames with different en-
coders at 1100 Kbps.
The proposed method consistently outperforms the MCTF
approach leading to an average PSNR improvement of 1.24
dB. In comparison to H.264simp, the proposed method
achieves an average PSNR improvement of 0.34 dB, and is
better in eight out of twelve sequences. In medium to high
qualities, our method is around 3 dB better than H.264simp
in some sequences (Mobile, Football, Container, Husky or
Tennis), outperforming H.264full in Tennis and Container,
and obtaining similar results in Husky, Galleon, Mobile and
Football. However, the efficien y of the proposed and MCTF
encoders at low qualities or in simple sequences gets worse.
This is due in part to the fact that the overhead is fi ed and
does not adapt to the rate.
Figure 8 shows the raw frame #15 of Paris and the
reconstructed frame when it is coded at around 1100 Kbps
with the proposed approach, the H.264simp configuratio and
MCTF. The subjective quality obtained with the proposed
encoder clearly outperforms that of MCTF and is slightly
better than H.264simp.
B. Discussion
Recent video coding standards include many different tools
to improve the compression efficien y, such as multiple ref-
erence frames; different prediction modes and partition sizes;
subpixel ME; or context adaptive entropy coders (CAVLC or
CABAC), which significantl improve the efficien y of the
encoder. Furthermore, a rate-distortion optimization process
is performed that allows the encoder to choose the best
coding option among different combinations of the previously
described tools [48], [49]. In this paper the number of tools
designed and implemented in our encoder is limited. Never-
theless, thanks to the versatility of the proposed encoder, it
would be possible to combine our approach with many of the
previously mentioned tools. As define in Definitio II.1, every
node can be linked to any subset of nodes without restrictions
maintaining the perfect reconstruction and critically sampled
properties of the transform. Therefore, using biprediction,
increasing the number of references, or incorporating vari-
able partition sizes could be done in a straightforward way
just by creating the corresponding links between nodes and
sending the needed side information to the decoder. Weighted
prediction can also be incorporated by managing the weights
of the links between nodes. Moreover, as shown in [28], [50],
arbitrary subpixel ME can be applied in MCTF implementa-
tions without loosing the transform invertibility. This can be
extended to our system so that subpixel motion estimation is
invertible using samples interpolated (in the spatial or temporal
domains) from U nodes. While the proposed entropy coder
is similar to CAVLC, it could be improved exploiting inter-
subband correlations [51], [52] or making it context-adaptive
as in H.264/AVC, where different look-up tables are chosen as
a function of the context (e.g., number of nonzero coefficient
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Fig. 7: Coding performance comparison: PSNR versus bit rate.
in neighboring blocks or recently coded level magnitudes). As
described in Section VI, we are currently working on the rate-
distortion optimization of the graph that would allow to select
the best coding option among all these tools.
As for complexity, our Matlab implementation is approxi-
mately twice the complexity of a comparable MCTF system
also implemented in Matlab. Note that with the used Gx
(CDG) the mean number of temporal neighbors per node is
2 for every sequence, but the standard deviation is usually
higher for sequences with large motion (ranging from 0.3 in
Container to 0.55 in Football in our data set). The mean
number of spatial neighbors per node greatly varies among
sequences, being lower in sequences with high texture or big
number of contours (1.42 in Mobile) and vice-versa (4.36 in
Carphone). Although we employ the distributed approach of
[35] and the subgraph approach of [34] for performing the
U/P assignment, which greatly reduce the encoder complex-
ity, this complexity can be further reduced by limiting the size
of the subgraphs, or using parallel processing (e.g., the U/P
assignment for different blocks can be parallelized).
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A broad class of graph-based lifting transforms and their op-
timization for video coding have been proposed. These trans-
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TABLE III: ∆PSNR (dB) of the proposed encoder with respect to 3 reference encoders
Container Carphone Flower Mobile Football Husky Silent Paris Deadline Galleon Tennis Coastguard Average
∆PSNRMCTF 1.37 −0.01 0.01 0.81 2.29 0.65 1.96 1.90 1.75 1.82 1.43 0.94 1.24
∆PSNRH.264simp 2.39 −2.18 0.03 1.51 1.42 1.33 −1.36 0.46 −0.57 0.36 1.50 −0.80 0.34
∆PSNRH.264full 0.28 −4.9 −2.44 −1.63 −1.29 −0.22 −2.6 −2.11 −2.62 −0.25 0.55 −0.77 -1.50
forms follow 3-dimensional (spatio-temporal) high-correlation
filterin paths through the video signal, and can be considered
a generalization of classical separable wavelet-based encoders.
To obtain an efficien graph-based lifting transform for video
coding, some optimization problems have been discussed,
namely: (i) the construction of suitable graph representations
of the original video signal, including the graph weighting,
that aims to capture the correlation between samples; (ii) the
design of prediction filter for a given arbitrary weighted graph
and update filter that are orthogonal to the prediction filter of
its neighbors; (iii) U/P assignment techniques that aim to fin
a bipartition of the graph that leads to an efficien transform,
and (iv) the extension of the transform to multiple levels of
decomposition. Besides, we have proposed new reordering
and entropy coding methods to obtain a complete coding
scheme. The proposed method shows improved performance
over a MCTF-based encoder and a simple encoder derived
from H.264/AVC (JM15.1 configure to use similar tools as
our proposed encoder), outperforming the JM15.1 configure
to use 5 reference frames and all modes enabled, but subpixel
ME disabled, at medium-high qualities for some sequences.
There are some interesting directions for future work. The
fl xibility of the transform and the good results obtained
in a video coding application provides confidenc that it
may be successfully applied in a broad kind of signals and
applications. For example, it may be used for multichannel-
audio coding, image and video denoising, or biomedical
signals compact representation, where one usually has multiple
signals that present correlation in different domains (e.g., data
extracted from the temporal evolution of different brain sensors
present spatial and temporal correlation). Our current work is
focused in the rate-distortion optimization of the encoder and
the incorporation of subpixel ME.
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